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Proximate pathways underlying social behavior
Dustin R Rubenstein1,2 and Hans A Hofmann3,4
The organism is the central unit integrating genomic,
developmental, and environmental forces. Animal behavior is
fundamental to this process. The integrative study of animal
behavior demands numerous interdisciplinary approaches to
tackle fundamental questions across multiple levels of
organization, diverse taxonomic groups, and various spatial
and temporal scales. Social behavior is well-suited for
integrative studies since it is ubiquitous, and because sociality
represents a pinnacle of biological complexity. We review five
proximate pathways that may underlie vertebrate social
behavior and its environmental connection: neural circuits,
neuroendocrine regulation, gene expression, epigenetic
regulation, and genome structure. We suggest researchers
take both a ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ genomics approach, and
probe the mechanistic bases of animal social behavior by
studying transitions between social states or phenotypes.
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Introduction
All animals integrate information from the external environment with internal physiological information to
produce behavior. Although these processes are greatly
influenced by selection (natural, sexual, or kin), our
understanding of how organisms make behavioral decisions at a mechanistic level and how these ‘behavioral
decision-making mechanisms’ evolve is still very limited
[1]. Social interactions are central to many of these
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behavioral decision-making processes, and social behavior in particular is essential to this process because it is the
product of reacting to both the social and the ecological
environment. Yet, social behaviors are complex and our
understanding of their mechanistic bases is often limited
compared to other behaviors, particularly in vertebrates
where social roles can be more plastic compared to
insects. Social behavior research can benefit greatly from
an integrative approach examining mechanism and function because social behavior crosses spatial and temporal
scales and all levels of biological organization: social
behaviors range from pairings that occur only to mate,
to interactions over food or other resources, to the formation of complex societies where large groups coordinate
their behaviors and exhibit a reproductive division of
labor that is either permanent (i.e., caste systems) or
temporary (i.e., helper systems) [2].
Behavioral and evolutionary biologists have long recognized the link between genes and behavior, and new
technologies have begun to unlock the molecular toolkit
underlying complex social behavior [3,4,5]. Not only
have genomic approaches permitted the identification of
genes involved in various social and communication
behaviors in a range of social species [6], but more
detailed studies of the brain in diverse animal lineages
have identified brain regions and neuronal populations
involved in shaping evolutionarily conserved social behaviors [7,8,9]. Ultimately, it is necessary to understand
the changes in gene expression that occur in response to
both external and internal stimuli, the action of the gene
products produced as a result of these molecular changes,
and the neural circuitry (and other physiological processes) in which these changes take place.
The mechanisms underlying social behaviors are often
thought of as a ‘black box’ by behavioral ecologists,
whereas behavioral neuroscientists rarely think in terms
of evolutionary adaptation [2]. Here we focus our review
on five non-mutually exclusive proximate pathways that
could potentially unlock this black box and underlie the
evolution of adaptive social behaviors in a diverse range
of vertebrate species: neural circuits; neuroendocrine
regulation; gene expression; epigenetic regulation; and
genome structure. These pathways link the environment — both social and ecological — to social phenotypes (e.g., mating tactics, breeding roles, dominance
rank, etc.) and other complex behaviors through neurons
in the brain as well as the genome, its expression, and
resulting gene products (Figure 1). Ultimately, we illustrate a number of relevant proximate pathways underlying social behavior in animals and discuss not only what
www.sciencedirect.com
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Diagram illustrating five proximate pathways that may underlie social
behavior across metazoan animals: neural circuits, neuroendocrine
regulation, gene expression, epigenetic regulation, and genome
structure. These levels link the environment (social and ecological) to
the social phenotype (e.g., mating tactics, breeding roles, dominance
rank, etc.) through neurons in the brain as well as the genome, its
expression, and the production of gene products. This integrative
approach will help move the study of animal behavior beyond the
‘phenotypic gambit’, or the so-called ‘black-box’ that has long been
used to describe the function and evolution of social behavior.

has been done already, but what is likely to be possible in
the future, particularly as we move away from a focus on
model organisms and begin to study animals more mechanistically in the wild [10].
Neural circuits

Neural circuits are more than anatomical structures of
connected neurons — they are functional entities that
have complex inputs and outputs, regulate their own
activity, and ultimately influence behavior. Two neural
circuits are thought to be of crucial importance for social
behavior in mammals: the ‘social behavior network’ consisting of amygdalar and hypothalamic regions that regulate social behavior (e.g., sexual behavior, aggression,
parental care), which are reciprocally connected and
contain sex steroid hormone receptors [7,11]; and the
‘mesolimbic reward system’ consisting mostly of telencephalic brain regions and dopaminergic projections from
the midbrain ventral tegmental area, which evaluates the
salience of an external stimulus [12]. These two neural
circuits were present in early vertebrates, and together
form a larger ‘social decision-making network’ that regulates adaptive behavior across the five major vertebrate
lineages: mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, and teleost fishes [8].
Neuroendocrine regulation

There is increasing evidence that a conserved or deeply
homologous molecular toolkit contributes to the regulation of social phenotypes having evolved independently
across distantly related species [9,13]. In vertebrates,
several neuroendocrine and neuromodulatory systems
www.sciencedirect.com

that influence — and are influenced by — social dominance relationships are central to understanding how
social behavior is regulated. Three examples of important
and well-studied neuroendocrine modulators of social
behavior that can act in a causal way to modulate vertebrate social behavior, but are also shaped by environmental and social interactions, are: steroid hormones; biogenic
amines; and nonapeptides [8]. Steroid hormones and their
receptors play a fundamental role in the regulation of
social phenotypes, as steroids respond acutely to social
stimuli and modulate behavior. For example, the ‘challenge hypothesis’ explains dynamic androgen responses
to social challenges [14]. Although the challenge hypothesis was proposed initially for songbirds, it has now been
demonstrated across vertebrates [15–17] and in a variety
of social contexts [18–20]. Social interactions can also
influence the regulation of the hypothalamic–pituitary–
adrenal (HPA) axis, which integrates environmental information and the downstream release of glucocorticoids
to cause adaptive behavioral responses to external stressors. In many social vertebrates, the social environment
(i.e., social status and dominance rank) can also impact
HPA function and the release of glucocorticoids [21,22],
which can in turn influence social phenotypes [23]. Similarly, biogenic amines have long been known to influence
vertebrate social dominance relationships. The neuromodulator serotonin plays a role in regulating aggressive and
defensive behaviors, modulating both baseline activity
and the response to challenging stimuli [24]. Finally,
nonapeptides and their cognate receptors have also been
strongly implicated in the regulation of social dominance
behavior (e.g., arginine vasopressin in mammals or arginine vasotocin in non-mammalian vertebrates) [25–27].
Despite the importance of nonapeptides in individual
vertebrate species, we lack a uniform theory for how
nonapeptides underlie social behavior because patterns
across species are complex [28].
Most studies of the neuroendocrine modulation of animal
social behavior have focused on specific key modulators
or gene products, a method that mirrors classical
approaches to studying candidate genes related to behavioral regulation. Yet, just as with the advent of new
sequencing technologies that allow us to study all of
the genes expressed during a behavioral event, we can
also study all of the gene products produced at one time
by examining the proteome. Proteomics (i.e., analyses of
the complete protein complement expressed by a genome) may now be accessible to the study of animal
behavior due to advances in mass spectrometry and
bioinformatics, as well as the availability of whole genome
sequences for non-model organisms [29,30]. Although
proteomic studies in non-model organisms are in their
infancy, work on behavioral plasticity, task specialization,
and caste specialization in Hymenoptera [31,32] demonstrates the potential of this approach for the study of
vertebrate social behavior.
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Gene expression

By examining neural transcriptomes of social species, we
have begun to understand the dynamic and flexible
nature of genome activity in the brain, and identify gene
modules (i.e., sets of co-regulated genes or proteins) [33]
that are associated with variation in social and reproductive behaviors in diverse species [1,3,34]. Eusocial
insects have attracted considerable attention with regards
to the functional genomics of social behavior, largely
because they display highly plastic yet stereotypical
transitions between castes and other life history stages
(e.g., nurses and workers in honey bees [35]) and because
the huge variability in the level of sociality across species
make them ideal model systems for comparative studies
[6,36,37]. Plastic social phenotypes in vertebrates are
generally highly dynamic (i.e., change frequently) and
thus are somewhat more difficult to study from a genomic
perspective compared to eusocial insects. However, much
progress has been made, and numerous general insights
have emerged. For example, we now know that the
expression of the genome can change much more rapidly
and dramatically in response to environmental stimuli
than anyone thought possible (e.g., 10% of protein
coding genes expressed in only 30 min [38–40]). These
dynamic properties likely reflect real-time adjustments in
the activity of gene networks in response to — and in
preparation for — changes in the activity of both neural
circuits and neuroendocrine modulation [41]. Moreover, a
large fraction of the genome can be involved in these
responses rather than just a few genes [35,42]. For example, plastic behavioral phenotypes appear to be regulated
by particular functional groups or genes [43,44], and it
appears that a small set of transcription factors governs
global changes in response to different environmental or
social stimuli, giving rise to co-regulated gene sets or
modules [45,46].
Importantly, gene expression profiles can vary considerably across brain regions [47], underscoring the importance of examining individual brain nuclei or even single
neurons as opposed to whole brains. In fact, understanding information processing in neural circuits that result
in complex behaviors ultimately requires systematic
characterization of the participating cell types and their
connections, and the ability to measure and perturb their
activity [48,49]. Finally, the few comparative transcriptomics studies that have been conducted suggest that
molecular pathways underlying independently evolved
behavioral phenotypes might be conserved across divergent taxa [50,51,52].
Epigenetic regulation

Epigenetic mechanisms are an alternative and promising
direction for studying the molecular basis of social phenotypes, particularly where social roles are highly plastic.
Epigenetic changes involve molecular processes that alter
gene expression, including the addition of a methyl group
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to cytosine DNA bases (termed DNA methylation), posttranslational modification to histone proteins that shape
the structure of chromatin (termed histone modification),
or the regulatory actions of RNA molecules [53]. Work
from eusocial insects, which have become models for
linking epigenetics to social behavior [54,55], suggests
that DNA methylation and histone modification can
influence social phenotypes through life phase transitions
and caste differentiation (reviewed in [56–58]). For example, patterns of DNA methylation [59,60] and histone
modification [61] vary across castes in eusocial Hymenoptera. Although less work has been done in social vertebrates, levels of DNA methylation in the promoter of the
glucocorticoid receptor during early life are predictive of
social phenotypes later in life in cooperatively breeding
birds [62], and adversity in the social and ecological
environment can also influence global patterns of DNA
methylation across the genome in free-living primates
[63]. Further work linking DNA methylation, histone
modification, gene expression, and social phenotypes is
needed to determine the importance of epigenetic regulation as a potential pathway underlying vertebrate social
behavior.
Genome structure

The approaches discussed above are focused on uncovering the function of specific genes and gene networks that
underlie complex behaviors, including those related to
social behavior. Although determining the causal mechanisms of social behavior is important [2], we must also
consider how social behavior both influences and is influenced by the structure of the genome and the rate at
which it evolves. Most of the work examining the relationship between genome structure and social behavior
has been done in invertebrates. For example, genome size
has been hypothesized to be constrained by sociality [64],
but comparative studies in eusocial insects have found
limited evidence for the relationship between sociality
and genome size [65,66]. However, a recent study suggests that eusocial bees have fewer transposable elements
than less social and non-social species [67], perhaps
explaining why eusocial species in some taxonomic
groups have smaller genome sizes. Although recombination rates have also been suggested to play a role in the
relationships between genome size and sociality [68], this
topic remains woefully understudied. Thus, although
determining the genes that underlie sociality and different social phenotypes is important, to truly understand
the relationship between the genome and social behavior,
we must consider how behavior influences not only gene
function, but also the structure of the genome and its rate
of evolution.

A path forward: forward/reverse genomics
and studying social transitions
Genomics has clearly transformed our understanding of
behavioral plasticity and changed the way we think about
www.sciencedirect.com
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social evolution, yet the field has also been criticized for
its apparent lack of concrete hypotheses and the uninformative gene lists that often result from these studies [5].
While it is indeed relatively easy to obtain a wealth of
transcriptional information, identifying the genes or
gene networks that are causal in the behavioral context
under study is much more challenging. In the same
manner that geneticists advance the field by using reverse genetics [69], it is thus becoming increasingly
important that these ‘forward genomic’ studies are followed up with ‘reverse genomic’ analyses that examine
the functional causes and consequences of differential
gene expression patterns [3]. In other words, once
novel candidate genes or pathways have been identified
via genomic studies (forward genomics), we must use
experimental tests on a genomic scale to further dissect
the contribution of each gene to the behavioral phenotype (reverse genomics) (e.g., [70]). Additionally, as the
field of animal behavior progresses, we must take a
comparative approach to study these mechanisms in
closely related species exhibiting different social behaviors, unrelated species exhibiting similar social behaviors; and individuals in the same species exhibiting
different social phenotypes. Comparative biology has
always been a hallmark of animal behavior and evolutionary biology, and it must remain so as the discipline
becomes more integrative [71].
Although the tremendous plasticity in vertebrate social
phenotypes has made studying the genomics of social
behavior challenging, this variation also lends itself to
detailed analyses of the neuromolecular mechanisms
underlying social behavior using transitions between distinct social phenotypes (e.g., from subordinate to dominant, from helper to breeder, from sneaker to nesting
male) that are often experimentally accessible. For example, individuals of group-living species frequently
form rank-ordered hierarchies that are generally seen as
an emergent property of individual behavioral rules such
as winner and loser effects (e.g., winners of previous
conflicts are more to escalate a current conflict, whereas
losers of previous conflicts are less likely to do so) [72,73].
The resulting social dominance phenotype consists of a
range of complex traits that include aggressive displays
and associated physiological/morphological traits, territorial defense, and signals communicating social status. As a
consequence, hierarchical dominance relationships appear to be remarkably similar across species and depend
upon similar regulatory pathways (e.g., steroid hormones,
neuropeptides, biogenic amines), even though this kind
of social system has clearly evolved independently numerous times in many lineages [72].

Conclusions
Integrative research in animal behavior can be paradigmshifting or paradigm-reinforcing, and it is important to
strike a crucial balance between developing novel ideas
www.sciencedirect.com

and testing existing ones [71,74]. The study of social
behavior lends itself to integrating across disciplines now
more than ever because new tools and techniques are
allowing us to unlock the so-called mechanistic ‘black
box’ that often paralyzes behavioral ecologists. By focusing efforts to comparatively study five key proximate
pathways (neural circuits, neuroendocrine regulation,
gene expression, epigenetic regulation, genome structure) underlying a range of social behaviors, we can also
overcome the idea of the ‘phenotypic gambit’, which
posits that knowledge of mechanism is not required for
understanding the function and evolution of behavior
[2,75,76]. These proximate pathways link the environment — both social and ecological — to the social phenotype (e.g., mating tactics, breeding roles, dominance
rank, etc.) and other complex behaviors through neurons
in the brain as well as the genome, its expression, and the
production of gene products. Importantly, these pathways
are not independent, and studying them together will
provide a much richer and more holistic understanding of
the mechanisms underlying animal social behavior. We
therefore recommend two primary approaches to studying the mechanistic bases of social behavior. First, taking
both a ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ genomics approach to
identify relevant genes and examine the functional causes
and consequences of their expression patterns. Second,
examining transitions between different social phenotypes. Ultimately, an integrative understanding of animal
social behavior will be important if we wish to gain a
deeper understanding of what drives animals to be social,
employ the study of social behavior in new biomedical
discoveries, or conserve biodiversity through knowledge
of how social behaviors allow animals to adapt to climate
change.
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